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Note : Attemptfve questions in all, selecting at leas t one q&sion

from each section. All questions carry equal marks'

SECTION-I

Let K be a normal subgroup of a finite group 6' Prove

that G has a composition series containing K'

(b) State and prove Three subgroup lemma of P' FIaII

(a) Prove that direct product of two nilpotent grouPs
is,

nilpotent.

(b) Prove that a f.g.

elements is finite.

nilpotent group generated by torsioo

SECTION-II

3. (a) Prove that if P is a prime field then either P = Q of

P =zJQz.

(b) Let K/F be algebraic and o : K + K b€

F-homomorphism. Prove that o e Aut (K)'
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4' (a) Findte 
degee of the splitting field of

rt) = (i - I) (l _ 3) over e.tt' 
,:;#:] ir a e K/F is separabre then F(o)/F is

,f] j* 
the Gatois group of I _ 2 over e.' 

;;:;,llih3l:11"11, = r -,x+ 2 is n.,

SECTION-UI

,ffi i:,,,Jf, .."^$lJJ;,*,:lTlH,l. ji1..i,j,l?J;

5.

6. b)

7.

8. (a) Let
R=
an

(b)

tt' 
fi::"rl;J,r e Ao(v) is such that 12 = r, then r is

O' 
,L.,ue.:n" invariants of a nilpotent transformation are

*' 
ot."l 5- !" an extension of F. prove that if
r,r,ii 

#,F*a, 
= F, are similar in K,, then, they are also

n'

SECTION-IV

of a finitely generated free module over
ring is an invariant.

9. (a) Prove that an R-module M is Artinian iff every factor

module of M is finitely co-generated'

(b) Prove that in a Noetherian ring R, intersection of all

the prime ideals of R is nilPotent.

10. (a) Prove that every non-zero Noetherian module contains

a uniform module.

O) Find the Abelian group generated by .r, y, where

5x = 6y.

r bea
Rur u"

left ideal of a ring R with unity such that
left R-modules. prove that I is generated by
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